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     The Supreme Court on Tuesday ------1 political parties to publish online 

the pending criminal cases of their candidates and urged Parliament to 

bring a “strong law” to ------2 political parties of leaders facing trial for 

serious crimes. Rapid criminalisation of politics cannot be arrested by 

merely disqualifying ------3 legislators but should begin by “cleansing” 

political parties, a five-judge Constitution Bench, led by Chief Justice of 

India Dipak Misra, observed. 

     The court said Parliament should frame a law that makes it ------4 for political 

parties to remove leaders ------5 with “heinous and grievous” crimes, such as 

rape, murder and kidnapping, to name only a few, and refuse ticket to 

offenders in both parliamentary and Assembly polls. The Bench, also ------6 

Justices A.M. Khanwilkar, Rohinton Nariman, D.Y. Chandrachud and Indu 

Malhotra, however, made it clear that the court cannot legislate for Parliament 

by introducing ------7 to ban candidates facing trial for heinous crimes from 

contesting elections. 

     The 100-page judgment, written by Chief Justice Misra, who has just days 

left for his retirement on October 2, issued a/an ------8 of directions. The court 

directed that candidates have to ------9 their criminal past to the Election 

Commission in “block letters.” Candidates should make a full disclosure of 

the criminal cases pending against them to the political parties under whose 

banner they intend to contest the polls. The parties, in turn, should put up the 

complete details of their candidates on their websites for public ------10. 

1.  A. appealed    B. reached    C. directed   

  D. thrashed      E. observed 

2.  A. cleanse    B. monopoly    C. vote    

 D. nominate         E. approach 

3.  A. nominated    B. elected    C. famous    

 D. Infamous    E. senior 

4.  A. routine    B. mandatory    C. desirable    

 D. officially    E. easy  

5.  A. associated    B. trusted   C. accused    

 D. filled           E. charged 

6.  A. consisting    B making      C. comprising                     

 D. comprised    E. excluding 

7.  A. amendment                 B. disqualification C. qualification    

 D. schemes    E. punishment 

 

8.  A. slew    B. note    C. summon    

 D. order    E. copy 

9.  A. remove    B. recall         C. spread    

 D. communique    E. divulge 

10.  A. procedure    B. voting    C. hearing    

 D. protection   E. consumption  

PHRASES / IDIOMS 

Doing the rounds -  pass from one person to another. 

The issue was doing the rounds in the meeting.. 

Turn up/on the heat – force someone to do something. 

Management is turning the heat up to increase production. 

win laurels -  win honour. 

Everyone wants to win laurels for his motherland. 

at bay - prevent someone from moving closer. 

He keeps all his smoker-friends at bay. 

tick all the boxes - fulfil everything that is necessary. 

India ticked most of the boxes in the match against Pakistan. 

stem the tide -  stop something from increasing. 

This law may stem the tide of pollution of our rivers. 

Make or break  either total success or total ruin. 

Exam time is make or break time. 

PHRASAL VERB 

H 

Hand out- to give/ distribute something. 

I never talk to Mr Sharma because he is always handing out unwanted advice. 

Hand over- do give up control or possession of something. 

when you get pulled over by the police, you have to hand over your driver’s licence 

and insurance. 

Hand back- to return something to someone. 

Rajat had my books so i asked him to hand them back to me. 

Hand down- pass something from one person to another. 

my mamma has handed down all her jewellery to me. 

Hand in- to give something for someone to review 

I will hand in my final papers on Friday to my professor. 
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